
Pis'ma v ZhETF, vol. 96, iss. 6, pp. 424 { 429 c 2012 September 25Pseudogap phase in cuprates: oxygen orbital moments instead ofcirculating currentsA. S.Moskvin1)Department of Theoretical Physics, Ural Federal University, 620083 Ekaterinburg, RussiaSubmitted 3 August 2012Circulating current (CC) loops within the cuprate unit cell are proposed to play a key role in the physics ofthe pseudogap phase. However, main experimental observations motivated by this sophisticated proposal andseemingly supporting the CC model can be explained in frames of a simple and physically clear microscopicmodel. We argue that instead of a well-isolated Zhang{Rice (ZR) singlet 1A1g the ground state of the holecenter [CuO4]5� (cluster analog of Cu3+ ion) in cuprates should be described by a complex 1A1g-1;3B2g-1;3Eumultiplet, formed by a competition of conventional hybrid Cu 3d-O 2p b1g(�) / dx2�y2 state and purely oxygennonbonding O 2p� states with a2g(�) and eux;y(�) symmetry. In contrast with inactive ZR singlet we arrive atseveral novel competing orbital and spin-orbital order parameters, e.g., Ising-like net orbital magnetic moment,orbital toroidal moment, intra-plaquette's staggered order of Ising-like oxygen orbital magnetic moments. Asa most impressive validation of the non-ZR model we explain fascinating results of recent neutron scatteringmeasurements that revealed novel type of magnetic ordering in pseudogap phase of several hole-doped cuprates.Introduction. The nature of the pseudogap (PG)phase to be the most puzzling and anomalous regionof the phase diagram of the cuprate high-temperaturesuperconductors is one of major unsolved problems incondensed matter physics. Di�erent theoretical modelsdescribe the pseudogap state as a precursor of the su-perconducting d-wave gap with preformed pairs belowT � which would acquire phase coherence below Tc ora phase competing with the superconducting one thatends at a quantum critical point, typically inside the su-perconducting dome. The order parameter associatedwith these competing phases may involve charge andspin density waves or charge currents owing around theCuO2 square lattice, such as D-charge density wave ororbital circulating currents (see, e.g., Ref. [1] for a shortoverview). In his theory for cuprates, C. M. Varma [2]proposes that PG is a new state of matter associatedwith the spontaneous appearance of circulating current(CC) loops within CuO2 unit cell. The current patternis assumed to disappear only at a quantum critical pointat a hole doping level of xc� 0.19. This Intra-Unit-Cell(IUC) order breaks time reversal symmetry (TRS), butpreserves lattice translation invariance. From a theoret-ical point of view the existence of a CC-loop order andthe ability of such a q = 0 instability to produce a gapin the charge excitation spectrum are still highly con-troversial [3, 4]. However, several experimental observa-tions motivated by this proposal pointed to a symmetrybreaking in the pseudo-gap phase [5{9] and providedstrong encouragement for models based on CC-loop or-1)e-mail: alexandr.moskvin@usu.ru

der in copper oxide materials. The TRS violation in thePG state of Bi2212 was �rst inferred from the observa-tion of dichroic e�ect in ARPES measurements [5], butthis measurement has been the subject to a long standingcontroversy (see, e.g., Ref. [10]).Seemingly the strongest experimental evidence foran orbital-current phase are the observations of anunusual translational-symmetry preserving magneticorder in underdoped YBa2Cu3O6+x, HgBa2CuO4+�,La2�xSrxCuO4, and Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+� by spin-polarized neutron di�raction [6, 8]. However, localprobes of magnetism, such as nuclear magnetic res-onance (NMR) and zero-�eld muon spin relaxation(ZF-�SR) have found no evidence for the onset of mag-netic order at the pseudogap temperature T � [11{13].Very recent high-precision ZF-�SR measurements ofLa2�xSrxCuO4 in the Sr concentration (hole-doping)range 0:13 < x < 0:19 [13] do not support theoreticallypredicted loop-current phases [2], and point to analternative explanation for the unusual magnetic orderdetected by spin-polarized neutron di�raction at lowerhole doping. Hereafter in this Letter we address suchan alternative scenario.Non-Zhang-Rice model and order parameters.The problem of the order parameters in hole dopedcuprates is closely related to that of ground state ofthe hole centers CuO5�4 to be cluster analogues of theCu3+ ion. The nature of the doped-hole state in thecuprates with nominally Cu2+ ions such as La2CuO4 isa matter of great importance in understanding both themechanism leading to the high-temperature supercon-ductivity and unconventional normal state behavior of424 �¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 96 ¢»¯. 5 { 6 2012



Pseudogap phase in cuprates: oxygen orbital moments : : : 425the cuprates. In 1988 Zhang and Rice [14] have proposedthat the doped hole forms a well isolated local spin andorbital 1A1g singlet state which involves a phase coher-ent combination of the 2p� orbitals of the four nearestneighbor oxygens with the same b1g symmetry as for abare Cu 3dx2�y2 hole. This all assumes that, in the lowenergy limit, the Cu{O system can be reduced to ane�ective single orbital, or one-band model.However, numerous experimental data, in particular,recent magnetic neutron scattering �ndings (see reviewarticle Ref. [6]), suggests the involvement of some otherphysics which introduces low-lying states into the exci-tation of the doped-hole state, or competition of conven-tional Zhang{Rice (ZR) state with another electron re-moval state. This point was discussed earlier, however,mainly as an interplay between ZR singlet 1A1g andtriplet 3B1g , formed by additional hole going not intob1g state as in ZR singlet, but into a1g / dz2 state [15].It is worth noting that 3B1g state corresponds to a Hund3A2g term of two-hole e2g con�guration of an undistortedCuO6 octahedra. However, later experimental �ndingsfor very di�erent insulating cuprates and theoretical cal-culations have shown that the energy separation betweenthe b1g(dx2�y2) and a1g(dz2) orbitals in CuO4 plaquettesis thought to be of the order of 1.5 eV, i.e. too large forquasi-degeneracy and e�ective vibronic coupling. Moresophisticated version of the non-ZR states was proposedby Varma [2], who has proposed that the additional holesdoped in the CuO2 planes do not hybridize into ZR sin-glets, but give rise to circulating currents on O{Cu{Otriangles.On the other hand, cluster model considerations sup-ported by numerous experimental data point to a com-petition of conventional hybrid Cu 3d-O 2p b1g(�) // dx2�y2 state with purely oxygen nonbonding O 2p�states with a2g(�) and eux;y(�) / px;y symmetry (seeRefs. [16, 17] and references therein). Accordingly, theground state of such a non-ZR hole CuO5�4 center asa cluster analog of Cu3+ ion should be described by acomplex 1A1g-1;3B2g-1;3Eu valence multiplet with sev-eral order parameters such as spin and Ising-like orbitalmagnetic moments, dipole and quadrupole electric mo-ments prone to strong vibronic coupling, and more subtlehidden order parameters.Earlier we have addressed unconventional proper-ties of the non-ZR hole center related to the 1A1g-1;3Euquasi-degeneracy (A{E model) [16]. Fig. 1 shows theterm structure of the actual valence A{E multiplet to-gether with single-hole basis bb1g (jb1gi = cdjdx2�y2i ++ cpjb1g(O2p)i) and eux;y (jeux;yi = c�jeux;y(�)i ++ c� jeux;y(�)i) orbitals. The eu orbitals could formtwo circular current p�1-like states, eu�1 with an Ising-

Fig. 1. (Color online) The term structure of the actual va-lence A�E multiplet for a hole CuO5�4 center togetherwith the single-hole bb1g and ebux;y orbitals. Lower panelillustrates the ferromagnetic and toroidal orderings of theoxygen orbital magnetic moments within the CuO4 pla-quettelike orbital moment heu�1jlzjeu�1i = �2c�c� which iseasily prone to be quenched by a low-symmetry crys-tal �eld with formation of two currentless, e.g., px;y-like eux;y states. Even with neglecting the spin degreeof freedom we arrive at the eight order parameters forthe hole [CuO4]5� center including both conventional(two-component in-plane electric dipole moment, three-component in-plane electric quadrupole moment) andunconventional (Ising-like purely oxygen orbital mag-netic moment and two-component in-plane purely oxy-gen orbital toroidal moment) ones (see Fig. 1). Thus, theCuO4 plaquette with (1A1g ;1 Eu) valent multiplet formsan unconventional magneto-electric center characterizedby eight independent orbital order parameters. Eventhis simpli�ed model predicts broken time-reversal (T )symmetry, two-dimensional parity (P ), and basic tetrag-onal (four-fold Z4) symmetry. The situation seems tobe more involved, if we take into account spin degree offreedom, in particular, the 1A1g-3Eu singlet-triplet mix-ing e�ects. First of all, such a center is characterized bya true spin S = 1 moment being gapped, if the ZR sin-glet 1A1g has the lowest energy. Strictly speaking, for�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 96 ¢»¯. 5 { 6 2012



426 A. S.Moskvinour two hole con�guration we should introduce two spinoperators: net spin moment Ŝ = ŝ1 + ŝ2 and spin op-erator V̂ = ŝ1 � ŝ2 that changes spin multiplicity. Itshould be noted that the V -type order implies an indef-inite ground state spin multiplicity and at variance withS-type order is invariably accompanied by an orbitalorder. The singlet-triplet structure of the A�E mul-tiplet implies two novel types of the spin-orbital orderparameters: spin-dipole parameters hV̂d̂xi and hV̂d̂yiand spin-toroidal parameters hV̂T̂xi and hV̂T̂yi. Novelordering does not imply independent V -, d- or T -typeorders.Despite a \fragility" of the orbital eu-currents withregard to a crystal �eld quenching these can produceferromagnetic-like uctuations that can explain numer-ous manifestations of a weak ferromagnetism in di�erentcuprates (see, e.g., Ref. [18]) and a remarkable observa-tion of a weak magnetic circular dichroism (MCD) inYBa2Cu3O6+x [7]. It should be noted that the value ofMCD e�ect does not straightforwardly depends on thevalue of orbital, or magnetic orbital moment. Generallyspeaking, the hole doped cuprate could be a system witha giant circular magnetooptics if we were able to real-ize the uniform ferromagnetic ordering of the orbital eu-currents. It seems likely that the relative concentrationxh � 10�4 of circularly polarized eu holes is enough toprovide the same magnitude of MCD as an applied mag-netic �eld of 1 Tesla. It is worth noting that the currentloop state [2], by itself, is incompatible with ferromag-netism and cannot explain the Kerr measurements [7].It is worth noting that occurrence of both or-bital toroidal and spin-dipole order parameters pointto the hole CuO5�4 centers as polar centers with e�ec-tive magneto-electric coupling which can provide ferro-electric and magnetoelectric properties for hole-dopedcuprates [19]. Interestingly, within the 1A1g ;1Eu multi-plet the electric dipole moment operator can be cou-pled with orbital toroidal and magnetic moments bya remarkable magnetoelectric relation [16, 17]: d̂x == dmefT̂y; M̂zg, d̂y = �dmefT̂x; M̂zg.Hereafter we address novel e�ects related with the1A1g - 1;3B2g quasi-degeneracy (A�B-model). Uncon-ventional orbital A�B structure of the hole CuO4 holecenters with the ground state b21g:1A1g - b1ga2g(�):1;3B2gmultiplet (see Fig. 2) implies several spin, charge, andorbital order parameters missed in the simple ZR model.For the orbital quasi-doublet 1A1g - 1B2g to be properlydescribed one might make use of a pseudo-spin formal-ism with two states 1A1g and 1B2g attributed to j+1=2iand j � 1=2i states of a pseudo-spin s = 1=2, respec-tively. Then we introduce three order parameters: h�̂zi,h�̂xi, and h�̂yi, where �̂i is Pauli matrix. Order parame-

Fig. 2. (Color online) The term structure of the actual va-lent A�B multiplet for hole CuO5�4 center together withsingle-hole basis bb1g and ab2g orbitals. Shown are antiferro-magnetic (staggered) ordering of oxygen orbital magneticmoments within CuO4 plaquette (Gz-mode) and quadru-pole Qxy-modeter h�̂zi de�nes the symmetry conserving charge densityuctuations within the CuO4 plaquette: Order parame-ter h�̂xi de�nes electric quadrupole moment of B2g sym-metry localized on four oxygen sites:Qxy =Xi Q̂xy(i) = QB2g h�̂xi: (1)It should be emphasized that the quadrupole momenthas an electronic orbital origin (see Fig. 2) and hasnothing to do with any CuO4 plaquette's distortions orcharge imbalance between the density of holes at the oxy-gen sites. It is worth noting that usually a spontaneousimbalance between the density of holes at the oxygensites in the unit cell is related to a so-called nematic or-der. Order parameter h�̂yi de�nes an antiferromagnetic(staggered) ordering of oxygen orbital moments local-ized on four oxygen sites:hĜzi = ĥl1z � l̂2z + l̂3z � l̂4zi = gL h�̂yi; (2)where gL � �1:0, if to make use of estimates of thecluster model [17]. In other words, maximal value ofantiferromagnetic order parameter Gz corresponds toa staggered order of unexpectedly large oxygen orbitalmagnetic moments mz � 0:25�e. In contrast with thenet orbital moment Mz the Gz order cannot be easilyquenched by low-symmetry crystal �elds. Fig. 2 showsan illustration of the Gz order in the CuO4 plaquette.In fact, both quadrupole moment QB2g and local anti-�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 96 ¢»¯. 5 { 6 2012



Pseudogap phase in cuprates: oxygen orbital moments : : : 427ferromagnetic ordering of oxygen orbital moments Gzdo result from the 1A1g-1B2g mixing e�ect, in otherwords, these are a result of the symmetry breaking. Itshould be emphasized that the Gz order resembles thehotly discussed order of circulating currents, proposedby Varma [2].Two unconventional vectorial order parameters areassociated with the 1A1g-3B2g singlet-triplet mixing ef-fect: hV̂Q̂xyi and hV̂Ĝzi. It should be noted that corre-sponding orderings do not imply independent hV̂i, hQ̂xyior hĜzi orders. Moreover, the hV̂Q̂xyi and hV̂Ĝzi or-ders imply all the mean values hŜi, hV̂i, hQ̂xyi, hĜzi forCuO5�4 center together with their on-site counterpartssuch as hŜii, hQ̂xy(i)i, ĥlizi (i = Cu; O1;2;3;4) turn intozero, at least in �rst order on the 1A1g-3B2g mixing para-meters. All novel orbital and spin-orbital order parame-ters appear to be strongly hidden, or the hard-to-detectones and can be revealed only by speci�c experimentaltechnique, for instance, by magnetic polarized neutrondi�raction.Novel orbital modes as seen by neutron dif-fraction. Matrix element of the spin interaction of aneutron with a CuO5�4 center can be written as fol-lows [20]:hSMS��jV̂pp0 jS0MS0�0�0i = �4�~2m r0 ��hSMS��jX� ŝ�eiqr� jS0MS0�0�0i [Sn � (eSn)e] ; (3)where sum runs on the two holes (� = 1; 2); sl� is thehole spin; e = q=q { a unit scattering vector; r0 { elec-tromagnetic electron radius;  = �1:913 { neutron mag-netic moment in nuclear Bohr magnetons. IntroducingS{V representation we make a replacement for the spinmagnetic amplitude:X� ŝ�eiqr� = 12 Ŝ(eiqr1 + eiqr2) + 12V̂(eiqr1 � eiqr2) == Ŝf̂S(q) + V̂f̂V (q): (4)In other words, we introduce the S- and V -type spin-orbital operators for CuO5�4 centers with correspondingorder parameters which can be detected by polarizedneutrons. As well as spin operator V̂ changes spin mul-tiplicity, the f̂V (q) operator changes orbital state. Fornonzero orbital matrix elements neglecting two-site in-tegrals we obtainh1A1g jf̂V (q)j3B2gi=� gL4 (cos qxl+cos qyl)hpxjeiqrjpyi;(5)h1A1g jf̂V (q)j3Eux;yi=� igL2p2(c� sin qy;xlhpy;xjeiqrjpx;yi�

�c� sin qx;ylhpx;yjeiqrjpx;yi); (6)hpx;yjeiqrjpy;xi = �3hj2(qr)i2pexey; (7)hpx;yjeiqrjpx;yi = hj0(qr)i2p � 32hj2(qr)i2p(e2x;y � e2y;x);(8)where hjl(qr)i2p is a radial average of spherical Besselfunction, l = RCuO = a=2, the \�" and \+" signs areassigned to matrix elements with Eux and Euy , respec-tively. It should be noted that at q = 0: f̂S(0) = 1,f̂V (0) = 0.Matrix element for the coupling of the neutron spinwith the electron orbital moment can be written as (3),if the spin operator (4) to replace by an e�ective q-dependent orbital operator as follows [20]�̂(q) = 14 4Xn=1X� nl̂n� ; f(q � rn�)o eiqRn ; (9)where l̂n� is the orbital moment operator for �-hole onthe n-th oxygen site, n { runs over all four oxygen sitesin the CuO5�4 center, f: : : g is the anticommutator,f(q �r) = 2 1Xn=0 (iq � r)nn!(n+ 2) = 1Xl=0 il(2l+1)gl(qr)Pl(cos �);where Pl(cos �) is the Legendre polynomial, � being theangle between q and r. The functions gl(qr) are similarto the spherical Bessel functions jl(qr) which appear inthe expansion of eiq�r (see Ref. [20] for detail).For nonzero orbital matrix elements we obtain aftersome routine algebrah1A1g j�̂(q)j1B2gi == gL8 (cos qxl � cos qyl)hpxjnl̂; f(q � r)o jpyi; (10)h1A1g j�̂(q)j1Eux;yi == � igL4p2c� sin qy;xlhpy;xjnl̂; f(q � r)o jpx;yi; (11)where hpxjnl̂; f(q � r)o jpyi = �hpyjnl̂; f(q � r)o jpxiand hpxjnl̂z; f(q � r)o jpyi == �i �2hg0(qr)i2p + hg2(qr)i2p(1� 3e2z)� ; (12)hpxjnl̂x; f(q � r)o jpyi = �3ihg2(qr)i2pexez ; (13)hpxjnl̂y; f(q � r)o jpyi = �3ihg2(qr)i2peyez : (14)The \+" and \�" signs in (11) are assigned to matrixelements with Eux and Euy , respectively. Thus, the or-�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 96 ¢»¯. 5 { 6 2012



428 A. S.Moskvinbital vectorial operator �̂(q) on the basis of the non-ZRmultiplet can be replaced by an e�ective operator as fol-lows: �̂(q) = LG(q)Ĝz +$LT (q)T̂: (15)In contrast with the spin moment the oxygen orbitalmoment directed perpendicular to the CuO4 plaquettein the Gz or Tx;y modes induces an e�ective magneticcoupling both with z- and x-, and/or y-components ofthe neutron spin. In other words, neutrons see the ef-fective orbital magnetic moments to be tilted in c�{qplane. Only for q = 0 hg0(qr)i2p = 1, hg2(qr)i2p = 0that is LG k z, while for nonzero Bragg vectors suchas q = (01L) or (10L) hg0(qr)i2p and hg2(qr)i2p are ofa comparable magnitude [20], that is LG can have size-able xy-plane components. For illustration, in Fig. 3 we

Fig. 3. q-dependence of hg0;2(qr)i2p given hydrogenic 2pfunctions (a0 is Bohr radius). Arrow point to q-value forBragg vector (101) in YBa2Cu3O6+xpresent the q-dependence of hg0;2(qr)i2p given hydro-genic 2p functions that clearly supports our message. Itis worth noting one more that this seeming tilting de-pends both on magnitude and direction of neutron scat-tering vector q.We see that the magnetic polarized neutron di�rac-tion measurements provide an unique opportunity toinspect unconventional spin-quadrupole hV̂Q̂xyi, spin-dipole hV̂d̂x;yi, locally staggered oxygen orbital hĜzi,and oxygen toroidal orbital hT̂i orderings, which are de-termined by the mixing of the ZR singlet 1A1g with non-ZR terms 3B2g, 3Eu, 1B2g, 1Eu, respectively. Exps. (5){(8) and (10){(14) provide q-dependence of the formfac-tors for respective neutron scattering.All these novel orbital and spin-orbital orders breakboth the time reversal and tetragonal (Z4) symmetry,however, our analysis does show that polarized elas-tic neutron scattering measurements performed at theBragg scattering wave vectors can detect two hidden

modes which preserve translational symmetry of thelattice, these are the spin-quadrupole hV̂Q̂xyi-mode atq = (11L) (see Exps. (5) and (7)) or locally stag-gered orbital Gz-mode at the Bragg vectors such asq = (01L) or (10L) (see Exps. (10) and (12){(14)).Namely the latter type of the long range magnetic or-der has been experimentally observed in the pseudo-gap phase for three di�erent cuprate families, YBCO,Hg1201 [6], and Bi2212 [8]. Similar short range bidimen-sional order while occuring at a temperature far belowT � has been observed in LSCO system [6].Furthermore, to explain the experimental data [6, 8]we do not need to engage the spin-orbital coupling,quantum corrections [2] or orbital currents involving theapical oxygens [4] as the measured polarization e�ectscan be explained with the locally staggered oxygen or-bital moments orthogonal to the CuO2 planes. It isworth noting that the Gz-type ordering preserving thetranslational symmetry cannot be detected in the polar-ized elastic neutron scattering measurements performedat the Bragg scattering wave vector such as q = (11L)that does explain earlier unsuccessful polarized neutronreports [21].Oxygen orbital moments must inevitably generate lo-cal magnetic �elds, �rst of all it concerns a giant � 1T�eld (given oxygen magnetic moment of � 0.1�B) at theoxygen nuclei directed perpendicular to the CuO2 plane.However, the 17O NMR data on very di�erent cuprates[11] do not reveal signatures of static Gz type mode.At present, there are no published 63;65Cu or 17O NMRstudies which give clear results concerning the existenceor absence of �elds of the predicted magnitude in YBCO,La-214, Hg1201 or Bi2212. The Gz-type orbital mag-netic order, as any other moment patterns which havereection symmetry across the Cu{O{Cu bonds wouldgenerate a zero magnetic �eld on yttrium and bariumsites in YBa2Cu3O6+�, YBa2Cu4O8, Y2Ba4Cu7O15��,thus making direct 89Y and 135;137Ba NQR/NMR meth-ods as \silent local probes" despite their pronouncedsensitivity for weak local magnetic �elds. This rec-onciles the \non-observance" results obtained by 89YNMR in superconducting Y2Ba4Cu7O15�� and 135;137BaNQR in superconducting YBa2Cu4O8 [12] with neutronscattering results [6]. The ZF-�SR measurements inYBa2Cu3O6+� and La2�xSrxCuO4 [13] have also foundno evidence for the onset of magnetic order at thepseudogap temperature T �. The NMR and �SR ex-periments clearly rule static Gz type order out. Thefailure to detect orbital-like magnetic order of the kindobserved by spin-polarized neutron di�raction surely in-dicates that the local �elds are rapidly uctuating out-side the �SR or NMR time window or the order is as-�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 96 ¢»¯. 5 { 6 2012



Pseudogap phase in cuprates: oxygen orbital moments : : : 429sociated with a small minority phase that evolves withhole doping [13].Summary. Instead of inactive ZR singlet theground state of the hole CuO5�4 center should be de-scribed by a complex 1A1g-1;3B2g-1;3Eu valent multi-plet with several unconventional hidden order parame-ters such as intra-plaquette's staggered order of Ising-like oxygen orbital magnetic moments or a complex spin-quadrupole ordering. Non-ZR hole centers are believedto be an essential ingredient of both the hole and electrondoped cuprates [22]. In particular, these specify manyfeatures of the pseudogap regime (see, e.g., Refs. [23, 7])which indeed manifests clearly seen competing orders.The most convincing evidence of the non-ZR hole centersin cuprates was obtained by experimental �ndings [6]which provide the �rst direct evidence of a hidden or-der incompatible with simple ZR singlet. As we argue,�rstly one needs to reconsider the role of oxygen orbitals,especially the in-plane p-orbitals. Indeed, only the com-petition of the � and � oxygen holes can explain theemergence of oxygen orbital moments. It is worth not-ing that the multiplet structure of the ground state makesthe hole [CuO4]5� centers in cuprates to be the pseudo-Jahn{Teller centers [24]. Thus, the non-ZR hole centerscan be responsible for di�erent magnetic and lattice ef-fects which are often addressed to be signatures of themagnetic (spin-uctuation) or electron-phonon mecha-nism of the high-temperature superconductivity.We believe that a large body of puzzling e�ects gov-erned by the non-ZR structure of the hole centers aresecondary ones and are not of primary importance forthe high-Tc superconductivity. However, we need to un-derstand these phenomena to understand high-Tc puzzleitself. A full exhaustive explanation of all the cupratephysics governed by the non-ZR hole centers cannot begiven at this point, but we propose a consistent pic-ture that can be successfully used for the distinctive andcomplex description of today and future experimental�ndings.The work was partially supported by RFBR grants#10-02-96032 and 12-02-01039.1. T.M. Rice, K.-Y. Yang, and F.C. Zhang, Rep. Prog.Phys. 75, 016502 (2012).2. C.M. Varma, Phys. Rev. B 55, 14554 (1997); Nature468, 184 (2010).3. R. Thomale and M. Greiter, Phys. Rev. B 77, 094511(2008).4. C. Weber, A. Laeuchli, F. Mila, and T. Giamarchi, Phys.Rev. Lett. 102, 017005 (2009).
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